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the published results of
researchers who have
gained new knowledge in
her or his discipline by the
means of scientific
theories and methods.
Scholarly publication is...
https : / / ju .se / l ibrary /search
...usually consist of
journal articles,
research reports,
conference papers, and
books.
...earlier research is
used as a point of
departure but is
critically investigated
and developed further
https : / / ju .se / l ibrary /search
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IIUM Institutional Repository
(IREP)
...digital repository of documents and
scholarly output of IIUM staff encompassing
various subjects and disciplines. The
documents include journal articles,
chapter/section of a book, book and
conference papers.
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THE NEED FOR IREP
Outputs will be exposed  to
search engines thus increase
visibility and accessibility of
publications to the outside world 
promote and provide wider
dissemination of access to
research and scholarly output 
assist with the compilation of
publications for internal and
external research quality
assurance measures 
long term preservation and storage 
facilitates knowledge transfer 
promote research linkages/partnerships
chances of getting cited and increase citation 
link to CV online 

Source: Roslan Abd  Shukor






What is journal IMPACT?
IMPACT - based on number of citation 
High Impact means high Citation 
How are journals ranked?
By number of citations each journal
receive and compared with a similar
field 
How to determine quartile Q?
For example: 
Multidisciplinary
Sciences
55 journals
journal with impact factor  
Top 25 %  (rank 1-14)   -  Q1 
26-50 %   (rank 14-28) -  Q2 
51-75 %   (rank 29-42)  - Q3
76-100 % (rank 43-56)  - Q4
Social Science Journals in WoS   Q1, Q2, Q3 and
Q4- Total: 3312 Journals
 Q1 – 867 Journals
 
 Science Journal in WoS  – Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4
Total: 12298 
Journals  Q1 – 2461 Journals 
How to find WoS Journals?
RESEARCH IMPACT
MEASUREMENT
Research impact is often measured
using quantitative methods such as
citation counts, the h-index, and
journal impact factor
Scholarly impact  measured by:
  - Journal
  - Article
  - Author
Focus  on journal impact  to select
high-  impact journals  for
submission
Citation database allows you to
create a Citation Report and
calculate an h-ndex.
Source: Roslan Abd  Shukor
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•KEEP  IN  MIND  THAT  DIFFERENT
DATABASES  WILL  GIVE  DIFFERENT  VALUES
FOR  THE  H- INDEX .  
THIS  IS  BECAUSE  EACH  DATABASE  MUST
CALCULATE  THE  VALUE  BASED  ON  THE
CITATIONS  IT  CONTAINS .    SINCE  DATABASES
COVER  DIFFERENT  PUBLICATIONS  IN
DIFFERENT  RANGES  OF  YEARS ,  THE  H- INDEX
RESULT  WILL  THEREFORE  VARY .      
YOU  SHOULD  ALSO  KEEP  IN  MIND  THAT  WHAT
IS  CONSIDERED  A"GOOD"  H- INDEX  MAY  DIFFER
DEPENDING  ON  THE  SCIENTIFIC  DISCIPLINE .    
A  NUMBER  THAT  IS  CONSIDERED  LOWIN  ONE
FIELD  MIGHT  BE  CONSIDERED  QUITE  HIGH  IN
ANOTHER  FIELD .
h-index


Predatory  Journals  take
advantage  of  author ’s  by  asking
them  to  publish  for  a  fee
without  providing  peer-review
or  copy  editing .  High  quality
academic  journals  take  longer
to  publish  articles  because  they
go  through  a  proper  peer
review  and  copy  editing
process .
Predatory
Journals
FINDING  YOUR  CREATIVE  NICHE  |  CHC  2020
6 ways to identify
predatory journal
publisher
The journal does not identify a formal
editorial/review board.
The publisher has no policies or practices
for digital preservation.
The publisher begins operations with a
large fleet of journals, often using a
template to quickly create each journal’s
home page.
The publisher provides insufficient
information or hides information about
author fees, 
The name of a journal does not
adequately reflect its origin.
The journal falsely claims to have an
impact factor.
 refer to Beall’s List of Predatory Journals and Publishers for a list of
potential predatory publishers via 
https://beallslist.weebly.com/
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